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Education
 Highschool

2015 - 2019
“Mihai Viteazul” National College (Ploiesti, Romania)
Computer Science
 Romanian Baccalaureate grades (out of 10): Mathematics (10), Computer Science (9.6), Romanian Literature (9.55)

 University
2019 - 2022
Imperial College London (London, UK)
Beng Computing
 Regular programming coursework provides extensive practical experience of concepts learned
 A lot of practice working with git (commiting projects)
 Learnt how to prove the correctness of a program, how to build circuits and handle registers, how to work with 

data types and how to handle interfaces and subclasses in Java, recursive data type, graph theory
Skills

 Technical Skills
 Programming/Scripting Languages: Java, Haskell, Android Studio, HTML/CSS, SQL, PHP, LATEX, C++, C#, Processing, 

bash
 Soft Skills

 good communication and leadership skills obtained through experience as a volunteer teacher at Yuppy Koti education centre 
(Computer Science teacher)

 good teamwork skills gained through being part of different teams for contests and projects (IcHack, Infoeducatia - educational 
software, EmpowerSoft - software and web design, Code-to-Help - web design)

 good organisational skills gained as a volunteer at FIEdu (International Festival of Education)
Work experience

 DigitalKids - Yuppy Koti (Ploiesti, Romania)
September 2017-June 2018
 Volunteered as a Computer Science teacher
 Had the responsibility of teaching children the usage of a computer, Scratch, Powtoon, Prezi, Web Design (HTML, CSS, JS) and

Khan (P5. JS) and Processing (Java) languages
Projects

 BigTacToe
IcHack - 24-hour hackathon - 2020
 Learnt and used Android Studio (Java, XML) and used git to share the project
 The game is composed of 9 normal TicTacToe boards and winning the game requires winning the smaller boards and then 

winning the big board using the smaller win as the usual TicTacToe
 EzGraphs

EmpowerSoft (2nd Place), Infoeducatia (3rd Place) and GrepIT (3rd Place)
 Used Processing, SQL and PHP
 Worked in a 2-person team to develop a desktop app that focused on helping students learn Graph Theory 
 Used a database to help teachers keep track of students’ evolution

 Not just a game
EmpowerSoft software project (3rd Place)
 Used Processing and worked individually
 Used unusual game mechanics to create a game that required the player to find creative ways to finish the levels

 SocioHelp
Infoeducatia 24-hour hackathon software project (3rd Place)
 Used Processing, SQL and PHP
 Worked in a 2-person team to develop a desktop app to help teachers with organisational issues

 ShareHelp
Code-to-Help Web design project
 Used HTML, SQL and PHP to handle the frontend and the backend
 Worked in a 3-person team to develop a website that allowed people to offer or request help from others

 Softmanager colaboration (Ploiesti, Romania)
March-April 2019
 Used bash shell
 Manipulated data from public sources, reformatted it and added it to a database

 HashCode
Online qualification round, organised by Google
 Worked in Java and used git to share the project
 Given problem, we had 3 hours to come up with a solution that would give the best result
 The task presented a real life problem involving a signing in, delivery and scanning system for multiple libraries in a 

limited amount of time. The goal was to find the best way to order libraries and the books to be signed in, delivered 
and scanned.


